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Abstract

This paper is aimed at informing the Zimbabwean public, legislators and policy

makers on the importance of blockchain technology also known as distributed

ledger technology. The use cases set out in this paper are not exhaustive but

simply aim at highlighting the importance of the technology through a mixture of

local case studies and evidence from empirical research. The major barrier to

adoption in the Zimbabwean set up is the current ban on the banking sector from

servicing Virtual Asset Service Providers. This has resulted in Zimbabweans

being left out from participating in this emerging market whilst those who are

taking part face challenges when they realise gains from their investments. More

importantly, the situation has resulted in a skills gap in the market. There is no

capital flowing into the economy to fund individuals and businesses to enable

them to build local solutions due to uncertainty. In the second quarter of 2021,

blockchain and virtual asset startups in the US received a total of $4.4 billion in

Venture Capital Funds. From January 2019, a total of 40 bills were introduced to

the US Congress concerning blockchain technology and virtual assets. The

whole market for virtual assets has grown to over $2,2 Trillion globally and is

expected to keep growing. The country risks getting left behind in this global

redistribution of power over the global financial system if nothing is done

urgently to address the current situation. When US companies like Tesla buy

bitcoin, an investor based in Zimbabwe benefits through the increase in value of

assets they hold without need to leave the country. This technology is levelling

the playing field and is likely to lead to the global re-distribution of wealth. The

use cases are not only limited to tokens but pervade the economy. It is in this

context  that this paper has been commissioned.

 



Blockchain

Technology

Basics

Distributed Ledger Technology, commonly known as

blockchain technology has proven to be almost as

important as the internet. It was first used as the

underlying technology for bitcoin. Bitcoin was

created by an anonymous founder known as Satoshi

Nakamoto. Mystery still shrouds who Satoshi

Nakamoto is or whether they are an individual or an

organisation. The problem which was solved by use

of this ledger was that of double spending. The

easiest way to explain this concept is through fiat

currencies such as USD or our local currency which is

issued by the government. Each money bill printed by

the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe gets issued with a

unique serial number, making any other note of the

same denomination bearing the same unique number

a counterfeit note. This is the way in which notes are

tracked and is the reason why coins can be easily

counterfeited.

Virtual Assets

or Crypto

With digital assets or virtual assets which is the

blanket name for what is popularised as crypto, this

question of double spending was of fundamental

importance as there was a need for a mechanism to

ensure that an asset is not used to honour different

transactions without any means of verification by the

other party receiving the funds. Through a

whitepaper[1], Satoshi proposed a way of solving this

problem by implementing a public distributed ledger

which records a transaction instantly and keeps a

permanent record of it. The distributed ledger

element emanates from the fact that every computer

on the network (node) stores a piece of information

for that transaction which makes it better than a

centralized database. The successful implementation

of this concept marked the inception of the

blockchain-which is now lauded as one of the biggest

creations since invent of the internet.
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The Block

Explorer

All blockchains have a block explorer which is a

website interface that tracks all the information

inside the blockchain and shows it in intelligible

form –it is a useful tool for any blockchain user. It

acts as a “search engine” for a particular

blockchain, allowing users to verify transactions,

or check the status of the network. 

Most blockchains have transparency, meaning 

 that all details of each transaction are publicly

broadcast and recorded and allow for associated

metadata to be queried via a block explorer.

Traders can verify that transactions have gone

through and are finalized, agencies can audit

and verify reported data, and law enforcement

can trace the movement of funds. Individuals can

also use block explorers to better understand the

degree to which and how blockchains are being

used. 

An example of a block explorer is Etherscan for

Ethereum network [2]. 

Fig 1. Image of Ethereum Block Explorer where any

transaction on Ethereum network can be searched
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Uses and Global Developments 

Since the success of bitcoin, other virtual assets have cropped up and they all have

varying levels of success. At the time of writing this paper, there are 11349 virtual

assets [3] and the amount of money invested globally stand at just over $2,2

Trillion. In relation to investment in the infrastructure, $17 billion has so far been

invested in 2021 [4] into startups by Venture Capital Funds. Although this area

started off initially with tokens alone, it has expanded significantly and many use

cases have been developed with the most relevant ones in Zimbabwe’s economy

presented below. Many have now operationalised what was in whitepapers at time

of crowdfunding with most blockchains having smartcontracts capabilities.

Smartcontracts automate processes and operate in a similar way to legal contracts

but simply that they are written in code and self execute without need to trust a

third party.

1 -Virtual Assets for Investments 

The token economy is currently valued globally at over $2,2 Trillion

with most active markets by trading volume based in Nigeria (32%),

Vietnam (21%), Philippines (20%)[5] and many more. The total

market for virtual assets grew from over $210 billion in May 2020 to

current $2 Trillion which is staggering growth. In order to gain

exposure, investors need access to a virtual asset exchange  or buy

in the street from a willing seller which is known as peer to peer. 

The token market has now matured to become sophisticated with

the use of investments through index funds, using derivatives,

lending, savings and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) in  advanced

markets like Canada. Most of the products replicate traditional

financial markets and some are emerging under the umbrella of

Decentralised Finance (DeFi) which is mainly aimed at dis-

intermediation. 
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2. Virtual Asset

or Crypto

Exchanges 

"Coinbase

Exchange  was

reported  to  have

made  profits  of

$1,6  billion  in  the

first  quarter  of

2021  alone  from

trading  fees".

Zimbabwe had a virtual asset exchange called Golix,

however this closed down following the RBZ directive

(2018) banning local banks from taking part in virtual

assets markets as they couldn’t access liquidity locally.

Coinbase and Binance are currently the main virtual asset

exchanges globally and none of them offer services in

Zimbabwe. This is mainly due to sanctions related risks.

Binance uses technology known as geo-blocking which

means the platform cannot be accessed from Zimbabwe. 

Coinbase which is based in the US is now a publicly traded

company following its floating on Nasdaq at a valuation of

$100bn [6]. These companies are able to access banking

services in the countries where they are based and they

are now seen as market leaders in this sector. The current

policy in Zimbabwe means that local entrepreneurs have

been unable to venture into this lucrative industry.

According to statistics from 2018, Binance alone was

making profits of $3,48 million per day [7]. Coinbase was

reported to have made profits of $1,6 billion in the first

quarter of 2021 alone [8] from trading fees. 

In 2020, Americans made over $4 billion in realised bitcoin

investments which is three times more than anywhere in

the world [9]. The blockchain space in the US has seen

inflows of funding from VCs to the amount of $4,4 billion in

the second quarter of 2021. This shows that other

economies have taken advantage to support this growing

nascent economy. Although the US appears to be a more

mature market, other African countries like South Africa

have also emerged as one of the biggest markets globally

as cited in various publications as measured by volumes

traded.

The successful implementation of blockchain technology

for trading on crypto exchanges is also a promising

solution to the problem of long settlement times on

traditional stock exchanges. It can bring instant settlement

as compared to the current three days on stock markets. 
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3. Blockchain Based Identity Solutions

One of the use cases carved out of the virtual assets sector is sovereign digital identities.

This is achieved through applications built on top of major blockchains which tap on the

characteristics and security features offered by blockchains. These apps have become a

common feature of blockchains and they are referred to as Decentralised Applications

(DaPPs). Related to this use case of digital identities is also management of land records

and vehicle ownership. Having land records on blockchains could mean that ownership

can be easily authenticated thereby avoiding sale of land by people who do not have

title to it. This could also unlock capital for land development and agricultural inputs as it

can make it easier for lenders to check and take collateral over land. 

Case  Study   1- FlexFinTx  -Zimbabwe  

FlexFinTx [10]  headed by Victor Mapunga is aimed at empowering 400 million Africans

who lack proper forms of identification to build self-sovereign digital identities so that they

can prove who they are at any time, even without the internet. Using the FlexID digital

identity wallet, it is enabling access to financial, insurance, healthcare and government

services through an interoperable and decentralized network. The company HQ is in

Zimbabwe and it was nominated Pioneer Technology by the World Economic Forum.



"NFTs are unique tokenized

representations of digital files that are

exchanged on public blockchains. With

more than $1.5b in NFT transactions

generated in the first quarter of 2021."

VISA, 2021

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are one area which has

recently taken the world by the storm. This is another

area carved out of virtual assets. The easiest way to

explain NFTs is by using a photographic image. If you

are a professional photographer and you post your

works online, you immediately lose control of that

image as anyone can save the file and repost and pass

it off as their own. Blockchain technology enables an

artist to mint/tokenise the image on the blockchain

which enables their content to be monetised, verified

and sold on global platforms such as Foundation and

Open Sea for consideration in virtual currencies. 

Recently, a famous artist Tory Lanez released his album

as an NFT and he sold 1 million copies at $1 each in 60

seconds [13]. This removed intermediaries involved in

launch of music albums and marketing costs. Books

can also be published as NFTs solving the problem of

global reach for authors and challenges related to

taking payments. 

Leveraging blockchains for content monetisation 
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3. Blockchain For Content Creators and

Arts Industry 



Case  Study  2  - Zimbabwe 

Artists in Zimbabwe are already leveraging blockchain technology. One such

artist tasting success uses the handle @ykhulio on twitter. He sold his art for 2.5

ETH over $8000 at the time of auction. The art piece got relisted by a collector

for 444 ETH which was the equivalent of over $1.4m (USD) on listing, however

the seller ended up deciding to hold onto the piece for his own collection

given the attention it was receiving. His first piece of art to go viral was a

drawing of DMX which was displayed on an electronic bill board in Times

Square, New York. This is only one example out of multiple artists who have

found a new market for their works. Currently these artists struggle to cash out

their money in Zimbabwe due to the current banking ban so they have to do it

using family contacts in diaspora or in South Africa where the technology is not

banned. 
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Zimbabwe Case Study (ART)-Non-Fungible

Tokens (NFTS)
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4. Blockchain Based Central Bank Digital

Currencies  (CBDCs)

Revolutionising Digital Payments Infrustructture

The most trending topic in banking globally in recent

times has been Central Bank Digital Currencies

(CBDCs). CBDCs are simply a representation of

national currencies on the blockchain in tokenised

form. The main advantage for CBDCs is that they can

give central banks tools to monitor and supervise

banks better and combat financial crime. Using this

technology also means that the costs for printing and

replacing money can be reduced. Zimbabwe is likely

to leap-frog most countries in adoption of digital

based currencies as Ecocash is a success story which

goes without need for explanation. 

China was the very first country to launch a CBDC

and it is expected that its deployment on a national

scale will bring a lot of benefits to the economy.

CBDCs could make the clearing and settlement

system faster and also lower the cost of interbank

and cross-border remittances and even help to

promote financial inclusion. 

In Zimbabwe's context, an opportunity exists for

fintechs to create local gold backed tokens. This can

free up foreign currency in the market as consumers

will know that the token wont devalue since it is

backed by gold.
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5. Remittances from the Diaspora
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Fig. 2 Chart produced by World Bank depicting remittances 
to Zimbabwe as %GDP 



Remittances are another area which has seen a lot of efficiencies through adoption of

blockchain technology. The image below show speed benefits of the technology.

Bitcoin recently got adopted as a legal tender in El Salvador. This paper is not aimed

at exploring the benefits of such action or recommending the approach taken by El

Salvador but to highlight the disruptive nature of virtual currencies in remittances. It

has been widely reported [11] that the move by El Salvador will cause money transfer

services an estimated loss of revenue to the amount of $400m/year in money transfer

fees due to use of bitcoin to remit funds on the lighting network which is cheaper and

faster. 

The fees would have remained in the country of origin for remittances and this will

potentially now find their way into the pockets of Salvadorans. Cross-border

remittance inflows account for a substantial portion of El Salvador’s gross domestic

product (GDP), nearly 25% . Major money service providers capture that yearly

movement by charging hefty fees for sending and receiving transactions [12]. Many

Salvadorans rely on money sent from family members living abroad to help pay living

expenses or increase their quality of life.  The situation of El Salvador in relation to the

importance of remittances bears a lot of similarities to Zimbabwe's position.
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Remittances -cont...
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Voting using blockchain technology is another important use case which has had

successful trials. Russia is one of the first countries to successfully trial voting on a

specialised blockchain platform built by Waves blockchain and it has been

suggested that using this technology can make elections more efficient and reduce

the prevalence of contested elections. This use case is still developing and in time it

will reach maturity to scale on national elections. However, adopting this

technology would require a complete overhaul  of electoral laws to permit electronic

voting. 

Tapping into this technology could benefit those in the diaspora as they can 

 register with their local embassies and then vote remotely on election day. Since

the data is recorded and verified on the blockchain, the results can be available

instantly. If implemented on a national scale this could reduce costs related to the

administration of elections.

Currently there are situations where this technology can be used immediately in

Zimbabwe such as where MPs who may not be able to appear to vote on key

legislation can be allowed to vote through a permissioned blockchain.  This same

voting use case can also be adopted for company shareholders  to vote on major

changes that require their input through general meetings.
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Blockchain for Voting 
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Problems that Blockchain Technology is solving in Agriculture

Use cases in agriculture are of particular significance and blockchain

technology has brought an equal share of disruption to the agricultural sector

through agritech/farmtech. There are some benefits which could be realised in

exploring use cases which are already in the market.

Traceability and Auditability

Blockchain technology can be used to inform consumers exactly where their

food originated from, who planted it and how fresh it is. What is only needed is

for farmers to scan the product at each stage in the process to update the

database with information. Increasing the traceability of the supply chain will

have a considerable impact in reducing food fraud, false labelling, and cutting

intermediaries out of the process to ensure producers get paid fairly for their

efforts and that consumers know exactly what they are paying.

Forestry and Wildlife Conservation 

Blockchain can be used to track and deter illegal, unreported and unregulated

exploitation of natural resources, which poses the greatest threat to our

ecosystems. The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) in New Zealand is working on a

pilot project to stamp out illegal fishing and human rights abuse in the Pacific

Islands tuna industry.

Examples of how blockchain is being used in Agriculture
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Blockchain for Agriculture
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AgriDigital: blockchain for agri-supply chains

The Australian based company’s blockchain solution has been tried at several

locations across Australia including Dubbo in New South Wales and Bordertown

in South Australia. AgriDigital’s blockchain-based commodity management

solution connects grain farmers, buyers, site operators and financiers, allowing

them to contract, deliver and make payments securely and in real-time. The

company has worked closely with several major participants in Australian

agriculture to test the blockchain protocol and the smart contract library. These

include Fletchers International Exports; CBH Group, Australia’s largest exporter of

grain; and Rabobank, the largest global agri-bank.

Building blocks: Using blockchain for cash-based transfers

The World Food Programme (WFP) is testing blockchain technology as part of its

“Building Blocks” pilot, to make cash transfers more efficient, secure and

transparent. In particular, WFP is using blockchain to deliver food assistance

more effectively to some 100 000 Syrian refugees in Jordan. The aim is to reach

all 500 000 refugees living in camps and host communities in Jordan in 2018.

 

AgUnity: Blockchain for the greater good

AgUnity has developed a solution that is providing a pathway to financial

inclusion for the world’s poorest farmers. The AgUnity App is a simple mobile

service that helps small farmers plan, trade and track everyday transactions. This

is a way for farmers to cooperate, store value, save money and easily buy

products and services. The application ensures that everyone gets paid by

creating a secure record when smallholder farmers hand over their crops to a co-

operative or hire another farmer’s equipment.

Etherisk: Crop Insurance through Blockchain

Etherisk is enabling emerging markets to access crop insurance in places where

traditional insurance has failed to penetrate. Through leveraging data from

weather satellites which trigger smartcontracts, farmers can get a pay out without

going through complex claims processes regardless of geographical location.

This is important in protecting farming capital invested in inputs.
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Case Study 3

Economic Free Zones (Dubai) 

Dubai Airport Free Zone Authority (DAFZA) is advertised as one

of the most prestigious and advanced Freezones in Dubai that is

now home to more than 1,800 registered businesses from over

20+ sectors and various industries with 18,000+ professionals,

who benefit from a business-focused regulatory and tax

environment that offers total ownership, full repatriation of

earnings and a range of world-class facilities. Strategically

located next to the Dubai International Airport it boasts of rapid

clearance and fast processing of paperwork to maximize

business activity and efficiency. 

Dubai recently entered into a partnership to use blockchain

technology to streamline the licensing application process and

reduce times for processing by 30%. Apart from the Economic

Free Zone, Dubai has also adopted the XPOS by PundiX which is

a blockchain payment point of sale and this is now used to take

payments in crypto across government departments for services

with plans to have a digital currency hosted on the same

terminals. The XPOS interracts with a card as a hardware (credit

card sized) wallet to store assets and connects to the internet

through a mobile sim card or Wi-Fi.
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Global Regulation 

First, given nascent technologies, there is still a lot of debate around taxonomy and

classifications. This has significant implications across policy and regulation

including, but not limited to, taxation, consumer protection and even which

regulators are relevant within the space.  

Regulation and compliance requirements related to financial crime are particularly

relevant, with Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and

Countering the Financing of Terrorism (CFT) schemes at the centre of many

national and international policy and regulation decisions related to

cryptocurrencies. In an attempt to prevent financial crime and illicit activity,

identification is often a core component, which may be at odds with

cryptocurrencies’ pseudonymity. In an attempt to reconcile the gap, some policy-

makers and regulators have imposed identification requirements for service

providers, such as exchanges.  

Perspective by World Economic Forum17* 

"Banning has been proven to be ineffective ."
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Global Regulation in a Snapshot 

In the past, regulation of blockchain and cryptocurrencies has lagged behind, as

regulators globally have found it difficult to regulate a technology that is borderless. To

date, there has been no internationally coordinated regulation of blockchain and

cryptocurrencies, though international bodies such as the Financial Action Task Force,

Financial Stability Board, International Organization of Securities Commissions and Bank of

International Settlements have been working towards international standards and

guidance in service of this aim. Globally, there has been a spectrum of responses to

cryptocurrencies. Some have banned cryptocurrencies entirely, while others are adopting

novel models such as sandboxes to better understand the technology and how to regulate

it.

 

Some jurisdictions are consolidating regulation towards blockchain and cryptocurrencies.

For example, the European Union (EU) announced their Markets in Crypto Assets (MiCa)

proposal, its response to the emergence of crypto-assets. With MiCa, the EU is examining

the effect of blockchain in financial markets and assessing how to mitigate typical crypto-

asset risks such as fraud, cyberattacks and market manipulation. This type of cross-border

regulation is positive reinforcement towards the potential of blockchain and

cryptocurrencies. As cryptocurrencies are still an emerging financial instrument, regulation

is constantly evolving. 

The US has moved faster in opening up banking sector and the US economy to virtual

assets. The Comptroller of the Currency, which regulates banking sector gave a guidance

allowing banks to custody virtual assets like they do money followed by special purpose

bank charters which enable virtual asset businesses to convert into a federal bank. Since

this announcement, companies like Microstrategy, Tesla and SpaceX have invested

billions of their treasuries into bitcoin. Kraken in Wyoming became the first virtual asset

exchange to convert into a bank. In the US traders and institutions are able to use banking

facilities in crypto transactions. Paypal also entered the crypto payments space becoming

one of the earliest mainstream entity to enable use of virtual assets. 

The UK completed a public consultation and the outcome of the consultation is under

review, however, it is expected that some virtual assets will come into regulatory scope

especially stablecoins which are backed by fiat currencies. The use of virtual assets is legal

in the UK and companies such as Coinbase, have achieved the status of Principal VISA

card issuer. Consumers in the UK can use VISA cards to spend virtual currencies where

VISA is accepted for payments. 
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The State of Regulation in Zimbabwe 

The current position in Zimbabwe is similar to most  jurisdictions as  virtual

assets are unregulated. The assets are challenging to regulate even if the

government were committed to take that route. The only sensible regulation

possible would be to license and run a permissions regime for

intermediaries. By imposing KYC requirements on crypto exchanges, it

becomes easier to monitor inflows and out flows using the banking sector.

The financial system is already geared for AML and investors can introduces

and withdraw funds facilitated by banking sector and through licensed

intermediaries.

Through a circular by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe issued to all

commercial banks in 2018, all transactions for virtual assets were banned in

the banking sector. That means Virtual Asset Providers (VASPs) and

traders/investors cannot access banking services in Zimbabwe. All investors

and business involved in these activities are either banked offshore or carry

out activities through peer to peer which involves transacting from one

person to the other in the same way as how cash is used. This method is

impossible to regulate. Currently there are entrepreneurs in Zimbabwe who

are innovating with this technology and also retail investors who have the

risk appetite to gain early exposure to this emerging token economy but are

currently struggling due to existing restrictions. The state of regulation in

Zimbabwe is now out of keeping with other emerging economies such as

Singapore. The recently proposed amendment to the Securities Exchange

Act for AML is a welcome development but there is an urgent need for policy

to guide regulators to open the space to entrepreneurs and innovators.  
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Conclusion

New technologies always present risks, challenges and opportunities.

Blockchain technology has been no exception due to its varied applications

which pervade all sectors of the economy ranging from agriculture, banking

and finance, remittances, digital art, data management including identity

solutions, insurance and other sectors still in proof of concept stages. The

world is still grappling with striking a balance between enabling innovation

and protecting market participants, however, there is overwhelming evidence

of its potential benefits to emerging economies and it is these benefits that

make it imperative for policy makers to maintain an open mind and create a

friendly environment for use and adoption of the technology. 

The tokenised financial services elements pose challenges related to

regulation and protection of investors and require a considered approach but

a complete ban appear to be less practical. The adoption of decentralised

virtual assets by mainstream companies such as Tesla and integration into the

banking sector by major economies such as the US is an early indication that

this technology will have a lasting impact globally in a similar way to the

internet we know today.

The research is not exhaustive on all issues, use cases and considerations for

policy makers, however, it shines the light on impactful use cases in Zimbabwe

and globally. Use cases in agriculture are of particular significance. It is

evident that adopting creative solutions to manage risks through policy

making and legislation could have a huge impact which can benefit the

economy though creating new employment opportunities, attracting direct

investment, increasing tax revenue and potentially transform the digital

landscape in the country.  
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1. Consider the draft bill (Link available at Annexe 1) and legislate

to enable businesses to set up as intermediaries such as

exchanges, custodians, token issuers and payment processors

under the oversight of the Zimbabwe Securities and Exchanges

Commission via a licensing regime to protect consumers to align

the sector with Capital Markets. 

2. Set up Special Economic Zones where innovators are allowed to

test innovations related to blockchains on live market with relaxed

regulatory requirements to enable entrepreneurs to develop local

solutions as in Dubai.

3. Immediately lift the ban on banking sector from servicing virtual

asset businesses to enable Venture Capital Funds to invest in

promising technologies without challenges related to liquidity. The

case studies have shown that artists are currently facing barriers to

participate in the market and the banking ban means they cannot

sell their virtual assets locally when they want to realise revenue

from sales. The country is losing out on some of this revenue.

4. Make funding available through grants for entrepreneurs to be

able to access capital to scale their innovations. This might require

a national blockchain strategy covering course development in

schools and tertiary institutions to address skills shortage for

blockchain developers and to enable public sector and private

sector decision makers to identify opportunities in adoption of

blockchain technologies .

5. Introduce policies to enable taxing of virtual assets as currently

this is an underground market with a lot of scams. Regulation will 

 most likely address this issue. Zimbabweans recently lost $6m to a

cryptocurrency investment scam which disappeared with people's

funds-a huge loss to the local economy. The fact that a single scam

swindled $6m (US) shows that this market is far much bigger than

thought. The propensity to save and invest is high.

6. The government should have a financial education campaign to

educate the public on risks and how to use virtual assets to avoid

the public getting scammed and also losing money due to volatility. 

6. The Ministry of Education in collaboration with Ministry of ICT

and institutions to develop and implement blockchain technology

in the education curriculum including at higher education. This

should include training for law enforcement agencies to equip

them with skills to investigate crimes involving virtual assets.

 

R e g u l a r i s a t i o n  o f  V i r t u a l  A s s e t s  I n  E c o n o m y

Recommendations 
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Annex 1 - Draft Private Bill and Legal Note  

 1. Draft Private Bill of Parliament 'Blockchain Technology and Digital Assets Business Bill 2021'

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AgK-noO2BMoqjiQzkRexUFf1bKxP 

2. Legal Note produced by  ChimukaMafunga Commercial Attorneys

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AgK-noO2BMoqjiVQDJfA3pzAzw-G
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The End 

                                            ***The End***

 

                                        God Bless  Zimbabwe 

t-is. 
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